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Market Overview & Outlook sponsored by:



a.Macro Economics
As the recovery continues, new issues attract attention

b.Dry Bulk Shipping
Capesizes stole the headlines; the bulk market is improving 
across the board

c.Tanker Shipping
The crude oil tankers’ joyride has ended for now – second 
quarter expected to be less eventful

d.Container Shipping
A mixed market that holds a bit of everything is what meets 
the eye



All are “back in black”

• Finally all 
seems to 
move 
forward –
however 
still on 
“stimuli”



Towards a ”New Normal”

• Growth in 
advanced 
economies 
generates more 
trade - as 
compared to 
emerging and 
developing 
economies



Happy consumers to drive trade going forward

• This was 
5 years’ 
ago

• This is 
TODAY



Japan has it’s challenges

• 83% of Japanese oil 
import comes from 
the Middle East
(22% from UAE)

• Oil demand grows in 
the East and slows 
in the West



Capesizes stealing the headlines

• Spot rates 
below USD 
10,000 day

• Temporary 
softness –
before 
recovery 
resumes



Taking a breather

• Hectic 
ordering 
activity in 
2013 as 
prices hit 
the bottom



Beneath the surface

• Supply pressure 
eased significantly 
during H2-2013

• Increased volatility 
as fundamental 
balance improves



Moving forward as expected



Crude oil tankers’ joyride ended for now

• Shift in US 
import and 
export

• Asia and 
Middle East to 
decide destiny



Trade and shipping in focus

• UAE holds 
potential, 
ressources 
and port 
activity to 
built further
on succes 



For local demand and export purposes



Still at manageable levels?

In focus:

• VLCC

• MR

• LR2



Chinese New Year disruption corrected

• Key trade 
lanes 
remain 
the 
melting 
pots



Ready to accommodate the future fleet



A lot of demolition activity eases net addition

• Box industry getting ready 
for the ”New Normal”

• A lot of demolition activity 
has already taken place



Key take aways

• The Global Economy

– Recovery strengthen but 
remains uneven

– New downside risks have 
emerged

• The Shipping Industry

– Steady supply growth to be 
handled with care

– Supportive demand gives 
reason for optimism

- Shipping market recovery 
also to strengthen as the year 
moves on


